
 

SENONNES-POUANCE - 11 July 

Race 1 

1. JUST IN TIME GAME - 2.25L fourth in a 1200m maiden on debut at Durtal. Notable runner.  

2. FUR HAT - Three places from five career starts including when a 1.75L third over 1200m here twelve days ago. In 

the mix.  

3. FANTABULOUS - 1.25L fifth in a 1100m maiden at Dieppe second time out. Considered upped in trip for a good 

yard.  

4. EAGLESUN - Sixth over 1300m on debut at Craon. May show more in first-time cheekpieces.  

5. QUEENLY - 3.25L seventh in a 1100m maiden at Dieppe on debut just over three weeks ago. May have more to 

offer after that experience.  

6. FLEUR DE BAILEYS - 4L seventh in a 1200m maiden at Saint-Cloud on debut. Not ruled out for a yard going well.  

7. TOUCHING MY DREAM - Showed ability when behind Fur Cat over 1200m here on her first career outing. Open to 

progress. One to note.  

8. AMERICAN KING - Unraced gelding by Anodin. Market can guide.  

9. SOUEZHUS BREIZH - Colt by George Vancouver. Betting will prove the best likely guide.  

Summary 

JUST IN TIME GAME (1) shaped with promise when a 2.25L fourth in a 1200m maiden on debut at Durtal. Strong claims 

with progress likely. FUR HAT (2) has found the frame three times from five career starts including when a 1.75L third 

over 1200m here twelve days ago. Notable runner with experience a positive. TOUCHING MY DREAM (7) showed 

ability when behind Fur Cat on debut and cannot be ruled out with improvement expected. FANTABULOUS (3) should 

have more to offer upped in trip. 

Selections 

JUST IN TIME GAME (1) - FUR HAT (2) - TOUCHING MY DREAM (7) - FANTABULOUS (3)  



 

Race 2 

1. AL KHAMSIN - Three good runs in conditions race prior to a fair sixth in the 1600m Listed Race Grand Prix Anjou 

Bretagne - Haras du Saz at Nantes. Respected.  

2. GREYWAY - Mixed form recently but has the ability to run well at this level. Not discounted.  

3. SENSE OF BELONGING - Made all for a 1L success over 1500m in a class four conditions race at Niort four weeks 

ago. One to note upped in grade.  

4. ALBA POWER - Good career record and ran a solid 1L third in a class two conditions race over 1300m at Longchamp 

a month ago. Top chance.  

5. MAAVAH - 3L runner up in a class three claimer over 1100m at Dieppe 23 days back. Each way player for a good 

yard.  

6. OUTRAGUSANDANGERUS - Seventh on debut tackling this trip at Lyon-Parilly. More needed.  

7. MILORD'S SONG - Consistent type who was narrowly denied in a class three conditions race over 1500m at Deauville 

AW in January. Worth including.  

8. SAECULA SAECULORUM - 3.5L seventh in a class two conditions race over 1300m at Longchamp on just her third 

career starts. Dangerous to dismiss.  

Summary 

ALBA POWER (4) has a solid overall profile and ran a good 1L third in a class two conditions race over 1300m at 

Longchamp a month ago. Top chance eased in standard. The consistent MILORD'S SONG (7) was narrowly denied in 

a class three conditions race over 1500m at Deauville AW in January. Worth including especially if strong in the betting 

after a break. SENSE OF BELONGING (3) made all for a 1L win over 1500m in a class four conditions race at Niort. 

Dangerous if granted an easy lead. AL KHAMSIN (1) cannot be discounted back down in grade. 

Selections 

ALBA POWER (4) - MILORD'S SONG (7) - SENSE OF BELONGING (3) - AL KHAMSIN (1)  



 

Race 3 

1. NEPALAIS - Three places from four career outings including a 2.5L second in a class three handicap over 2000m at 

Compiegne 26 days ago. Leading player back in a maiden.  

2. MAESTRO - Shown ability in three starts to date. Each way claims for a good stable.  

3. ILLUSTRE BERE - Ten race maiden who was narrowly denied in a 2300m at Angers towards the end of May. One 

to note.  

4. WITTICISM MAN - Safely accounted on both starts thus far and best watched after a absence.  

5. ROSALIE - Fair runs on his last two outings including when placing at Angers on the penultimate start. Frame 

contender.  

6. POP ROCKS - Well beaten in four starts to date. Market check having been supplemented.  

7. SEAVIEW - Moderate ability in three career starts. Frame claims but probably needs progress.  

8. PERTUSATO - Limited form in two starts to date but not written off for a good yard yet.  

9. MAYMOON - Fair sixth at this venue second time out and may show more in the first-time tongue-tie.  

10. BEAU FRANCK - Unraced gelding by Firebreak. Market can guide.  

Summary 

NEPALAIS (1) has found the frame three times from four career outings including when a 2.5L runner up in a class three 

handicap over 2000m at Compiegne. Tough to beat returning to maiden company. ILLUSTRE BERE (3) remains a 

maiden after ten starts but has to be respected following a close second in a 2300m claimer at Angers. MAYMOON (9) 

produced a fair sixth at this venue second time out. More to come in the first-time tongue-tie. MAESTRO (2) is open to 

progress and holds place claims. 

Selections 

NEPALAIS (1) - ILLUSTRE BERE (3) - MAYMOON (9) - MAESTRO (2)  



 

Race 4 

1. POESIE - Close 2L fourth at Durtal on debut. Potential for improvement. 

2. QUEEN'S BAND - Narrowly denied a maiden success when second at Morlaix on debut. Capable. 

3. SPRING MELODY - Disappointing on debut at Morlaix in same race as Queen's Band. Would require improvement.  

4. ALLEGORIE - Place contender based on 7L fifth at Longchamp.  

5. PENNY DE CERISY - Progressed from debut fifth to place 3.25L third at Orleans. Tougher test.  

6. LADY'S VIEW - Uninspiring eighth on debut at Compiegne. Drops significantly in class and should go better.  

7. VIE PARISIENNE - Hard to like based on first two attempts. Others appeal more. 

8. LOPE DIAMOND - 8L fifth at Saint-Cloud on debut against significantly tougher rivals. Will appreciate drop in class. 

9. DONA ALEGRIA - Fair 2.25L fifth at Durtal first-up. Open to improvement and can go close. 

10. DEEP SEA - Eye catching third at Compiegne in a competitive unraced contest. Likely winner if replicating. 

11. DUTCH KIKI - Will enjoy return to easier grade after two unplaced efforts at Longchamp. Place chance. 

Summary 

DEEP SEA (10) made an eye catching start to career when 3L third at Compiegne over 2000m. Drops in grade and can 

shed maiden tag with a similar performance. LOPE DIAMOND (8) was fifth at Saint-Cloud on debut. Takes on easier 

rivals and can feature with any amount of improvement. QUEEN'S BAND (2) was narrowly denied a winning start to 

career when long neck second at Morlaix. Contender. ALLEGORIE (4) can use experience to advantage and finish in 

the frame. Last seen 7L fifth at Longchamp. 

Selections 

DEEP SEA (10) - LOPE DIAMOND (8) - QUEEN'S BAND (2) - ALLEGORIE (4)  



 

Race 5 

1. KELLAHEN - Steps up in class after impressive 6L success at Wissembourg. Previously ran close fifth in a class 

two. Likely to suit.  

2. SPATIAL MERIT - Disappointing on last few outings and needs to find more. 

3. AMERICAN APPLES - Two placings from last three outings. Will appreciate return to easier competition after sixth 

in Listed race at Saint-Cloud. Contender. 

4. AQUASTAR - Winner of a class three conditions at Le Mans in September. Struggled since and may appreciate 

return to this level.  

5. STEPASIDE - Struggled to feature on debut and needs more.  

6. INATTENDU FAMILLY - Unlikely based on unplaced debut at Nort sur Edre. 

7. YOUMSOVAIN - Switches to conditions company with three wins from past four outings in handicaps. Placed at this 

distance. Not to be dismissed. 

8. BY MY SIDE - Midfield on last two outings and hard to recommend. 

9. ISOBEL BLEU - Unlikely to feature. 

10. MADAMES GIRL - Returned with an eleventh at Durtal. Others appeal more. 

Summary 

AMERICAN APPLES (3) reverts to easier competition after finished sixth in a Listed race at Saint Cloud. Placed twice 

from last three in Class Two conditions company and must be a leading contender. KELLAHEN (1) is looking for back-

to-back victories after an impressive 11L success at Wissembourg. Takes a well-deserved step up in class and bold bid 

anticipated. YOUMSOVAIN (7) has won three times from last four in handicaps. Could be interesting in conditions 

company with apprentice 3.5kg claim. AQUASTAR (4) may show better form on return to this level. 

Selections 

AMERICAN APPLES (3) - KELLAHEN (1) - YOUMSOVAIN (7) - AQUASTAR (4)  



 

Race 6 

1. SPIRIT JO - Chasing a double after 1.5L success at Rostrenen. Yet to finish in the placings at this distance.  

2. POLLY ROCKET - Hard to like on recent efforts. Others appeal more. 

3. SPINNING MIST - Struggling to find best form and would need to bounce back.  

4. CREEK OF ZAMBIA - Placed on last two outings against similar rivals and draws closer to a success. One win and 

two placings from four attempts at this distance.  

5. CINQUAIN - Unplaced on two starts since a break. Unlikely. 

6. KONIG CHOUCHEN - Returns to easier competition after 6.5L eighth at Saint-Cloud. Placed on only visit to this track.  

7. PREMIO - Narrowly missed the placings on first two runs of the new campaign. One from two starts at this venue. 

Capable.  

8. GEOGRAPHE - Mixed form. Hard to recommend against similar rivals. 

9. ASTON - Disappointing in two starts since a similar handicap success. Record at this track and distance is 

unappealing. 

10. HOLOCENE BERE - Hard to recommend on recent runs. 

11. JE SUIS CHARLIE - Generally been racing against tougher competition. Winner at this distance and may sneak a 

place if bouncing back to form. 

12. FIRE OF BEAUTY - Better performance when fourth at Rostrenen in a claimer. Place claims with a low weight.  

13. FATOU - Placed three times from last four outings in claimers and handicaps. Contender. 

14. SASHEMY - Unlikely to get involved based on first three runs of the new campaign. 

15. DUTCH DOCTOR - Better effort when fifth in a similar race at Limoges. Comfortable at this distance and holds each 

way claims.  

16. DON PAPA - Seemed to appreciate return to a longer trip when 3.25L fifth at Compiegne over 2000m. Top chance 

off bottom weight.  

Summary 

DON PAPA (16) showed an improved level of form when stepped up in trip and finished 3.5L fifth at Compiegne over 

2000m. Can take advantage of a low weight and a bold bid is anticipated. SPIRIT JO (1) is looking to overcome a poor 

record at this distance. Chasing back-to-back victories after 1.5L success at Rostrenen over 2200m. DUTCH DOCTOR 

(15) is a proven performer at this trip and caught the eye when fifth at Limoges against similar opposition. Place chance. 

PREMIO (7) recorded a fourth at Longchamp two back and holds each way claims if replicating. 

Selections 

DON PAPA (16) - SPIRIT JO (1) - DUTCH DOCTOR (15) - PREMIO (7)  



 

Race 7 

1. GO FAST DU GRANVAL - Making headway with each start since a break. Chasing a double after impressive 11L 

win at Niort in easier grade. 

2. GALET DE JADE - Made hurdling debut when third at Fontainebleau. Entitled to improve considerably for the run.  

3. SADAYCHA ROSETGRI - First race starter by Recharge. Best watched. 

4. GARALUI DE BALME - Pleasing start to career when fourth at Dieppe. Represents top trainer and improvement 

expected. 

5. GELVILLE - Started the new campaign with a good second at Argentan and has run on the flat in two starts since. 

Capable. 

6. GARDE CONTRE - Better performance when third at Dieppe on reappearance. Entitled to progress for race fitness. 

7. FAIRY MOON - Yet to show form in two hurdling starts. Unlikely. 

Summary 

GO FAST DU GRANVAL (1) continues to improve with each racecourse start and broke through for a well-deserved 

success when scoring by 11L at Niort. Takes a step up in grade and can add to tally. GALET DE JADE (2) has been 

given a six month break since a promising hurdling debut when third at Fontainebleau. Entitled to improve for 

experience. GARDE CONTRE (6) resumed after a break with a third at Dieppe over 3800m. Place contender if jumping 

cleanly. GARALUI DE BALME (4) out-ran long odds when fourth at Dieppe first-up. Interesting if replicating for a top 

trainer. 

Selections 

GO FAST DU GRANVAL (1) - GALET DE JADE (2) - GARDE CONTRE (6) - GARALUI DE BALME (4) 


